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For ages 6 and over

2 to 4 players

Contents: 4 Martian cards, 18 eye, nose and ear cards, 30 eyes, noses and 
ears that fit on the 4 headbands 

Aim: finish the game with the fewest number of items on your headband.

Before starting:
The players choose one Martian card each, which they place face up on the table in front of 
them, and put a headband around their heads.
The eye, nose and ear cards go face down in a pile in the centre, with the 30 eyes, noses and ears 
to one side.
Rules of the game:
The players take in turn to introduce themselves and nominate another Martian using the 
«Mishmashian introduction» word for word without making a mistake. Any player that says a 
word wrong or in the wrong order has to put an eye, ear or nose on their headband.

The «Mishmashian» introduction:
I’m the  «x»-eyed or «y»-eared or «z»-nosed Mishmashian Martian number 
A from the planet Mishmash, and I nominate the  «x»-eyed or «y»-eared or 
«z»-nosed Mishmashian Martian number B from the planet Mishmash!

The game begins with the youngest player, who picks a card and puts it face up next to the pile.  The 
player then has to say the Martian introductory speech, mentioning the body part (eye, nose or ear) 
shown on the card.
Example: if Martian number 2 picks an «ear» card and wants to nominate Martian number 4, the player 
must say the Martian introduction exactly as follows:

«I’m the 1-eared Mishmashian Martian 
number 2 from the planet Mishmash, 
and I nominate the 3-eared Mishmashian 
Martian number 4 from the planet 
Mishmash.».

All the words must be said and in the right order. The number of ears is the number that each Martian 
has. The player saying the speech must not make a mistake when saying how many ears both Martians 
have. If the player makes the speech without a mistake, it is the turn of the player whose Martian has 
just been nominated to pick a card and make the speech, mentioning the body part shown on the card.
Players who make a mistake in the speech have to take the body part shown on the card and put it 
on their headband. Body parts on the headband have to be included in the number mentioned in the 
speech.
Example: if Martian number 2 picks an «eye» card and wants to nominate Martian number 4, the player 
must say the Martian introduction exactly as follows:
«I’m the 5-eyed Mishmashian Martian number 2 (Martian number 2 has 4 eyes + 1 on the headband) 
from the planet Mishmash, and I nominate the 5-eyed Mishmashian Martian number 4 (Martian number 
4 has 3 eyes + 2 on the headband) from the planet Mishmash.

The game ends when a player has 5 body parts on his or her headband.
The winner is the player with the fewest body parts on his or her headband.


